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PSEUDO-INTEGRABLE BILLIARDS AND ARITHMETIC
DYNAMICS
VLADIMIR DRAGOVIC´ AND MILENA RADNOVIC´
Abstract. We introduce a new class of billiard systems in the plane, with
boundaries formed by finitely many arcs of confocal conics such that they
contain some reflex angles. Fundamental dynamical, topological, geometric,
and arithmetic properties of such billiards are studied. The novelty, caused
by reflex angles on boundary, induces invariant leaves of higher genera and
dynamical behaviour different from Liouville-Arnolds theorem. Its analogue
is derived from the Maier theorem on measured foliations. A local version of
Poncelet theorem is formulated and necessary algebro-geometric conditions for
periodicity are presented. The connection with interval exchange transforma-
tion is established together with Keane’s type conditions for minimality. It is
proved that the dynamics depends on arithmetic of rotation numbers, but not
on geometry of a given confocal pencil of conics.
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1. Introduction
We introduce a new class of billiard systems in a plane, with boundary formed
by finitely many arcs of confocal conics and with a finite number of such that they
contain some reflex angles.
Key words and phrases. Confocal quadrics, Poncelet theorem, periodic billiard trajectories,
interval exchange.
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By a billiard within a given domain we will assume here a dynamical system
where a particle – material point is moving freely inside the domain in an Eu-
clidean plane, and reflecting reflecting absolutely elastically on the boundary (see
[KT1991]). This means that the trajectories are polygonal lines with vertices ly-
ing on the domain boundary, with congruent impact and reflection angles at each
vertex, while the particle speed remains constant, see Figure 1.
Figure 1. Billiard reflection.
In this paper, we are going to discuss billiards in domains bounded by arcs of
several confocal conics, see Figure 2 for a few examples.
a) b) c)
Figure 2. Some domains bounded by arcs of confocal conics.
Boundaries of such domains may be non-smooth at isolated points, as it is the
case for the domains shown in Figures 2b and 2c. Since there is no tangent at such
points, the billiard reflection cannot be defined there in the usual way. However,
note that two intersecting confocal quadrics are always orthogonal to each other.
If the two tangents at the meeting parts of the boundary at such a point form
the convex right angle, then the reflection can be naturaly defined so that impact
and reflecting segments coincide. This definition is due to limit applied to nearby
trajectories, see Figure 3. Notice that, because of this limit, it is natural also to
count the reflection at such a point as two bounces.
However, if the tangents form a reflex angle, the limit does not exist, thus the
reflection cannot be defined, see Figure 4. In the study of billiards within domains
having reflex angles on the boundary (see [Zor2006]), of special interest are trajec-
tories starting or being ended at the vertex of such an angle. Such trajectories are
called separatrices. A separatrix having both endpoins at vertices of reflex angles
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Figure 3. Reflections in right angles.
Figure 4. Reflection near reflex angle.
is called a saddle-connections. A saddle-connection with coinciding endpoints is
called a homoclinic loop. All other billiard trajectories, those that never reach the
vertex of an reflex angle, are called regular trajectories.
Billiards in domains bounded by several confocal quadrics, without singular
points where tangents form a reflex angle, were already studied by the authors:
their periodic trajectories are described in [DR2004,DR2006a] while their topolog-
ical properties are discussed in [DR2009].
In this work, we are focused to domains with reflex angles on the boundary.
We study fundamental dynamical, topological, geometric, and arithmetic proper-
ties of the corresponding billiards. In the next section we prove the existence of
a pair of independent Poisson commuting integrals. The novelty of our systems,
caused by reflex angles on the boundary, induces invariant leaves of higher genera
– see Propositions 3.1 and 5.1. Its dynamical behaviour is different from Liouville-
Arnold’s theorem, see examples in Section 4. An analogue of the Liouville-Arnold
theorem is derived from the Maier theorem on measured foliations, see Theorem
5.4. A local version of Poncelet porism is formulated as Theorem 6.1 and neces-
sary algebra-geometric conditions for periodicity are presented in Theorem 6.2. A
connection with interval exchange transformations is established in Section 7 and
it is proved that the dynamics depends on the arithmetic of the rotation numbers,
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but not on the geometry of a given confocal pencil of conics, see Theorem 7.1. In
Section 8, we derive Keane’s type conditions for minimality for interval exchange
transformations that appear in such billiard systems.
2. Elliptical billiards and confocal conics
Let us consider in this section billiards within an ellipse.
A general family of confocal conics in the plane can be represented in the fol-
lowing way:
(1) Cλ : x
2
a− λ +
y2
b− λ = 1, λ ∈ R,
with a > b > 0 being constants.
By the famous Chasles’ theorem [Cha1827], each segment of a given billiard
trajectory is tangent to a fixed conic that is confocal to the boundary (see also
[KT1991,DR2011]). This conic is called caustic of the given trajectory.
Now, fix a constant α0 < b and consider billiard trajectories within confocal
ellipses Cλ (λ < α0) having ellipse Cα0 as caustic.
Proposition 2.1. There exist metrics µ on conic Cα0 and function
ρ : (−∞, α0)→ R
satisfying:
• µ(Cα0) = 1;
• metric µ is non-atomic, i.e. µ({X}) = 0 for each point X on Cα0 ;
• µ(ℓ) 6= 0 for each open arc ℓ of Cα0 ;
• for any λ < α0, and each triplet of points X ∈ Cα0 , Y ∈ Cα0 , A ∈ Cλ, such
that segments XA and AY satisfy the reflection law on Cλ, the following
equality holds:
µ(XY ) = ρ(λ).
Proof. Take λ0 such that there is a closed billiard trajectory in Cλ0 with caustic
Cα0 . By [Kin1994], there is a metric µ satisfying the requested properties for λ = λ0
– moreover, such a metric is unique up to multiplication by a constant. By this
uniqueness property and Darboux theorem on grids [Dar1914] (see also [DR2006b,
DR2008, DR2011]), it follows that metric µ satisfies the properties for each Cλ
having closed billiard trajectories with caustic Cα0 .
For a periodic trajectory which becomes closed after n bounces on Cλ and m
windings about Cλ0 , ρ(λ) =
m
n
. Since rational numbers are dense in the reals, µ
will have the required properties for all λ < α0. 
Remark 2.2. The function ρ from Proposition 2.1 is called the rotation function
and its values the rotation numbers. Note that ρ is a continously strictly decreasing
function with
(
0,
1
2
)
as image:
lim
λ→−∞
ρ(λ) =
1
2
, lim
λ→α0
ρ(λ) = 0.
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2.1. Elliptical billiard as a Hamiltonian system. The standard Poisson bracket
for the billiard system is defined as:
{f, g} = ∂f
∂x
∂g
∂x˙
− ∂f
∂x˙
∂g
∂x
+
∂f
∂y
∂g
∂y˙
− ∂f
∂y˙
∂g
∂y
.
Define the following functions:
Kλ(x, y, x˙, y˙) =
x˙2
a− λ +
y˙2
b − λ −
(x˙y − y˙x)2
(a− λ)(b − λ) .
Proposition 2.3. Each two functions Kλ commute:
{Kλ1 ,Kλ2} = 0
and for λ1 6= λ2, they are functionally independent.
It is straightforward to prove the following
Proposition 2.4. Along a billiard trajectory within any conic Cλ0 , with caustic
Cα0 and the speed of the billiard particle being equal to s, the value of each function
Kλ is constant and equal to
Kλ =
α0 − λ
(a− λ)(b − λ) · s
2.
Corollary 2.5. Each Kλ is integral for the billiard motion in any domain with
border composed of a few arcs of confocal conics.
3. Billiards in domains bounded by a few confocal conics
As we have already said, the aim of this paper is to analyze billiard dynamics
in a domain bounded by arcs of a few confocal conics. In order to describe some
phenomena appearing in such systems, let us consider the domain D0 bounded by
two confocal ellipses from family (1) and two segments placed on the smaller axis
of theirs, as shown in Figure 5. More precisely, we fix parameters β1, β2 such that
Γ1
Γ2
Γ3
Γ4
Figure 5. Domain bounded by two confocal ellipses and two seg-
ments on the y-axis.
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β1 < β2 < b, and take the border of D0 to be:
∂D0 = Γ1 ∪ Γ2 ∪ Γ3 ∪ Γ4,
Γ1 = {(x, y) ∈ Cβ1 | x ≥ 0},
Γ2 = {(x, y) ∈ Cβ2 | x ≤ 0},
Γ3 = {(0, y) |
√
b − β2 ≤ y ≤
√
b− β1},
Γ4 = {(0, y) | −
√
b − β1 ≤ y ≤ −
√
b − β2}.
Notice that segments Γ3, Γ4 are lying on the the degenerate conic Ca of family (1).
By Chasles’ theorem [Cha1827], each line in the plane is touching exactly one
conic from a given confocal family – moreover, this conic remains the same after the
reflection on any conic from the family. Thus, each billiard trajectory in a domain
bounded by arcs of several confocal conics has a caustic from the confocal family.
Consider billiard trajectories within domain D0 whose caustic is an ellipse Cα0
completely placed inside the billiard table, i.e. β2 < α0 < b. An example of such a
trajectory is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6. A billiard trajectory in D0 with an ellipse as caustic.
Such billiard trajectories fill out the ring R placed between the billiard border
and the caustic, see Figure 7.
Let us examine the leaf of the phase space composed by these trajectories. This
leaf is naturally decomposed into four rings equal to R, which are glued with each
other along the border segments. Let us describe this in detail:
R1 This ring contains the points in the phase space that correspond the billiard
particle moving away from the caustic and the clockwise direction around
the ellipses center.
R2 Corresponds to the motion away from the caustic in the counterclockwise
direction.
R3 Corresponds to the motion towards the caustic in the counterclockwise
direction.
R4 Corresponds to the motion towards the caustic in the clockwise direction.
Let us notice that the reflection off the two ellipse arcs contained in the billiard
boundary changes the direction of the particle motion with respect to the caustic,
but preserves the direction of the motion around the foci. The same holds for
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Γ1
Γ2
Γ3
Γ4
C
Figure 7. Ring R.
passing though tangency points with the caustic. On the other hand, reflection
on the axis changes the direction of motion around the foci, but preserves the
direction with respect to the caustic. Thus, the four rings are connected to each
other according to the following scheme:
R2
Γ3Γ4
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤ Γ1Γ2C
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
R1
Γ1Γ2C ❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
R3
R4
Γ3Γ4
⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
Let us represent all the rings in Figures 8 and 9.
Γ1 Γ
′
1 Γ
′
1 Γ1
Γ3 Γ3 Γ
′
3 Γ
′
3
Γ2 Γ
′
2 Γ
′
2 Γ2
Γ4 Γ4 Γ
′
4 Γ
′
4
C C′ C′ C
R1 : R2 : R3 : R4 :
Figure 8. Rings R1, R2, R3, R4.
Now, we have the following
Proposition 3.1. All billiard trajectories within domain D0 with a fixed elliptical
caustic form an orientable surface of genus 3.
4. Examples
In this section, we are going to analyze examples of billiards in domains described
in Section 3, in a special case when confocal family (1) is degenerate: a = b. The
family then consists of concentric circles. It is convenient to analyze such cases,
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Figure 9. Gluing rings R1, R2, R3, R4.
since they may be approached with elementary means, yet all phenomena appearing
in non-degenerate cases are to be preserved, as will be shown in Section 7.
4.1. Domain bounded by circles with rotation numbers
1
3
and
1
4
. Let us
consider example of the billiard within the domain with two concentric half-circles
of radii 2R, R
√
2 and the corresponding segments. We will consider caustic with
radius R.
In this case, there exist six trajectories connecting singular points corresponding
to reflex angles of the boundary. Those trajectories are represented in Figure 10.
Each polygonal line shown on the figure corresponds to two trajectories in the phase
space, depending on direction of the motion.
a) b) c)
Figure 10. Saddle-connections corresponding to circles with ro-
tation numbers
1
3
and
1
4
.
Vertices of the saddle-connections divide the billiard border into thirteen parts,
see Figure 11. For the definition of saddle-connections – see Section 1: Introduction.
All trajectories in this billiard domain corresponding to the fixed caustic are
periodic:
• either all bouncing points of a given trajectory are in gray parts – in this
case the billiard particle hits twice each gray part until the trajectory be-
comes closed. Such a trajectory is 12-periodic, with with four bounces on
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Figure 11. Parts of the boundary corresponding to circles with
rotation numbers
1
3
and
1
4
.
the smaller circle, six bounces on the bigger one, and one on each of the
segments on the y-axis (see Figures 12a and 12c);
• or all bouncing points are in orange parts – the particle will hit each part
once until closure and the trajectory is 7-periodic. Such a trajectory hits
three times the bigger circle and four times the smaller one (see Figure
12b).
a) b) c)
Figure 12. Periodic trajectories corresponding to circles with ro-
tation numbers
1
3
and
1
4
.
The corresponding level set in the phase space is divided by the saddle-connections
into three parts:
• the part containing all 12-periodic trajectories: this part is bounded by four
saddle-connections whose projections on the configuration space is shown
in Figures 10a and 10b;
• two parts containing all 7-periodic trajectories winding about the caustic in
the clockwise and counterclockwise direction: these parts are bounded by
saddle-connections winding in the same direction whose projections on the
configuration space is shown in Figures 10a and 10b; the saddle-connections
corresponding to Figure 10c are lying within the corresponding parts.
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4.2. Domain bounded by circles with rotation numbers
1
4
and
1
6
. Let us
consider example of the billiard within the domain determined with two concentric
half-circles with rotation numbers equal to
1
4
and
1
6
.
In this case, there exist six saddle-connections, represented in Figure 13. Each
polygonal line shown on the figure corresponds to two trajectories in the phase
space, depending on direction of the motion.
a) b) c)
Figure 13. Saddle-connections corresponding to circles with ro-
tation numbers
1
4
and
1
6
.
Vertices of the saddle-connections divide the billiard border into eight parts, see
Figure 14.
Figure 14. Parts of the boundary corresponding to circles with
rotation numbers
1
4
and
1
6
.
All trajectories in this billiard domain corresponding to the fixed caustic are
periodic:
• either all bouncing points of a given trajectory are in gray parts – in this case
the billiard particle hits twice each gray part until the trajectory becomes
closed and the trajectory is 6-periodic, see Figures 15a and 15c;
• or all bouncing points are in orange parts – the particle will hit each part
once until closure and the trajectory is 5-periodic, see Figure 15b.
The corresponding level set in the phase space is divided by the saddle-connections
into three parts:
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a) b) c)
Figure 15. Periodic trajectories corresponding to circles with ro-
tation numbers
1
4
and
1
6
.
• the part containing all 6-periodic trajectories: this part is bounded by four
saddle-connections whose projections on the configuration space is shown
on Figures 13a and 13b;
• two parts containing all 5-periodic trajectories winding about the caustic in
the clockwise and counterclockwise direction: these parts are bounded by
saddle-connections winding in the same direction whose projections on the
configuration space is shown in Figures 13a and 13b; the saddle-connections
corresponding to Figure 13c are lying within the corresponding parts.
4.3. Domain bounded by circles with rotation numbers
5−√5
10
and
√
5
10
.
In this example, there exist six saddle-connections, represented in Figure 16. Each
polygonal line shown on the figure corresponds to two trajectories in the phase
space, depending on direction of the motion.
a) b) c)
Figure 16. Saddle-connections corresponding to circles with ro-
tation numbers
5−√5
10
and
√
5
10
.
Vertices of the saddle-connections divide the billiard border into eleven parts,
see Figure 17.
All trajectories in this billiard domain corresponding to the fixed caustic are
periodic:
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Figure 17. Parts of the boundary corresponding to circles with
rotation numbers
5−√5
10
and
√
5
10
.
• either all bouncing points of a given trajectory are in gray parts – in this case
the billiard particle hits twice each gray part until the trajectory becomes
closed and the trajectory is 14-periodic, see Figures 18a and 18c. Notice
that such a trajectory bounces six times on each of the circles and once on
each of the segments;
• or all bouncing points are in orange parts – the particle will hit each part
once until closure and the trajectory is 4-periodic, see Figure 18b. Such a
trajectory reflects twice on each of the circular arcs.
a) b) c)
Figure 18. Periodic trajectories corresponding to circles with ro-
tation numbers
5−√5
10
and
√
5
10
.
The corresponding level set in the phase space is divided by the saddle-connections
into three parts:
• the part containing all 14-periodic trajectories: this part is bounded by four
saddle-connections whose projections on the configuration space is shown
on Figures 16a and 16c. The saddle-connections corresponding to Figure
16b are lying inside this part;
• two parts containing all 4-periodic trajectories winding about the caustic
in the clockwise and counterclockwise direction: these parts are bounded
by saddle-connections winding in the same direction whose projections on
the configuration space is shown in Figures 16a and 16c.
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5. General definitions and topological estimates
Let D be a bounded domain in the plane such that its boundary Γ = ∂D is the
union of finitely many arcs of confocal conics from the family (1).
We consider the billiard system within D. Any trajectory of this billiard will
have a caustic – a conic from (1) touching all lines containing segments of the
trajectory. Let us fix Cλ0 as caustic.
Notice that all tangent lines of a conic fill out an infinite domain in the plane: if
the conic is an ellipse, the domain is its exterior; for a hyperbola, it is the part of
the plane between its branches.
Denote by Dλ0 the intersection of D with the domain containing tangent lines
of caustic Cλ0 . All billiard trajectories with caustic Cλ0 are placed in Dλ0 . Dλ0 is
a bounded set whose boundary Γλ0 = ∂Dλ0 is the union of finitely many arcs of
conics from (1). We assume that Dλ0 is connected as well, otherwise we consider
its connected component.
All billiard trajectories in domain D with the caustic Cλ0 will correspond to a
certain compact leaf M(λ0) in the phase space. Mλ0 is obtained by gluing four
copies of Dλ0 along the corresponding arcs of the boundary Γλ0 = ∂Dλ0 , similarly
as it is explained in Section 3.
On Mλ0 , singular points of the billiard flow correspond to vertices of reflex
angles on the boundary of Dλ0 . Since confocal conics are orthogonal to each other
at points of intersection, only two types of such angles may appear: full angles and
angles of 270◦. A vertex of a full angle is the projection of two singular points in the
phase space. Each of the singular points has four separatrices. On the other hand,
a vertex of a 270◦ is a projection of only one singular point having six separatrices.
Using the Euler-Poincare´ formula, as in [Via2008], we get the following estimate
for the total number N = N(Mλ0) of saddle-connections:
Proposition 5.1. The total number N = N(Mλ0) of saddle-connections is bounded
from above:
N(Mλ0) ≤
1
2
k∑
i=1
si = k − χ(Mλ0),
where k is the number of singular points of the flow on Mλ0 , and s1, . . . , sk
numbers of separatrices at each singular point.
As a corollary, we get the following
Proposition 5.2. Consider billiard within D with Cλ0 as a caustic. If the corre-
sponding subdomain Dλ0 has k˜ reflex angles on its boundary Γλ0 then:
• N ≤ 3k˜;
• g(Mλ0) = k˜ + 1.
Notice that the genus of the surface Mλ0 depends only on the number of reflex
angles on the boundary of Dλ0 and not of their types. Also, k˜ ≤ k.
Example 5.3. • If there are no reflex angles on the boundary, i.e. k = 0,
then Mλ0 is a torus: g = 1, N = 0;
• if there is only one reflex angle on the boundary, independently if it is a
270◦ angle or a full angle, we have that g = 2.
It is well known that the Liouville-Arnold theorem (see [Arn1978]) describes
regular compact leaves of a completely integrable Hamiltonian system as tori, with
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dymanics being quasi-periodic on these inavriant tori. On some of the tori, the
dynamics is exclusively periodic and for a fixed such a torus, the period is fixed.
We finish this section by formulating of an analogue of the Liuoville-Arnold
theorem for pseudo-integrable billiard systems. It is a consequence of the Maier
theorem from the theory of measured foliations (see [Mai1943,Via2008]). In our
case, the measured foliation is defined by the kernel of an exact one-form βλ := dKλ,
where functions Kλ are defined in Section 2.
Theorem 5.4. There exist paiwise disjoint open domains D1, . . . , Dn on Mλ0 ,
each of them being invariant under the billiard flow, such that their closures cover
Mλ0 and for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}:
• either Dj consists of periodic billiard trajectories and is homeomorphic to
a cylinder;
• or Dj consists of non-periodic trajectories all of which are dense in Dj.
The boundary of each Dj consists of saddle-connections.
We see, that in contrast to completely integrable Hamiltonian systems, compact
leaves of our billiards could be of a genus greater than 1. Moreover, one leaf could
contain regions with periodic trajectories with different periods for different regions
and simultaneousely could contain regions with non-periodic motion. Because of
that, we call such systems pseudo-integrable, taking into account the fact that they
possess two independent commuting first integrals, as it has been shown in Section
2.
6. Poncelet theorem and Cayley-type conditions
For billiards within confocal conics without reflex angles on the boundary, it is
well known that the famous Poncelet porism holds (see [DR2006b,DR2011]):
(A) if there is a periodic billiard trajectory with one initial point of the bound-
ary, then there are infinitely many such periodic trajectories with the same
period, sharing the same caustic;
(B) even more is true, if there is one periodic trajectory, then all trajectories
sharing the same caustic are periodic with the same period.
However, when reflex angles exist, which is the case studied in the present paper,
one can say that (A) is still generally true. However, (B) is not true any more. In
other words, the Poncelet porism is true locally, but not globally.
Theorem 6.1. There exist subsets δ1, . . . , δn of the boundary Γλ0 , with the fol-
lowing properties:
• δ1, . . . , δn are invariant under the billiard map;
• δ1, . . . , δn are pairwise disjoint;
• each δi is a finite union of di open subarcs of Γλ0 :
δi =
di⋃
j=1
ℓij;
• closure of δ1 ∪ · · · ∪ δN is Γ,
such that they satisfy:
• if one billiard trajectory with bouncing points within δi is periodic, then all
such trajectories are periodic with the same period ni. Moreover, ni is a
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multiple of di and every such a trajectory bounces the same number
ni
di
of
times off each arc ℓij;
• if billiard trajectories having vertices in δi are non-periodic, then the bounc-
ing points of each trajectory are dense in δi.
The boundary of each δi consists of bouncing points of saddle-connections.
This theorem is a consequence of Theorem 5.4 from the previous section. The
proof follows from the fact that each of the domains Di intersects the boundary
Γλ0 and forms δi = Γλ0 ∩Di.
This theorem is a variant of Maier theorem (see [Mai1943,Via2008]), i.e. Theorem
6.1 from the previous section.
In [DR2004] conditions of Cayley’s type for periodicity of billiards within several
confocal quadrics in the Euclidean space of an arbitrary dimension were derived,
see also [DR2006a] for detailed examples.
We analyzed there billiards within domains bounded by arcs of several confocal
quadrics and the billiad ordered game within a few confocal ellipsoids. Unlike in
the present article, domains considered in [DR2004,DR2006a] did not contain reflex
angles at the boundary. However, the technique used there to describe periodic
trajectories can be directly transferred to the present problems.
Before stating the Cayley-type conditions, recall that a point is being reflected
off conic Cλ0 from outside if the corresponding Jacobi elliptic coordinate achieves
a local maximum at the reflection point, and from inside if there the coordinate
achieves a local minimum (see [DR2004]).
Theorem 6.2. Consider domain D bounded by arcs of k ellipses Cβ1 , . . . , Cβk, l
hyperbolas Cγ1 , . . . , Cγl , and several segments belonging to degenerate conics from
the confocal family (1):
β1, . . . , βk ∈ (−∞, b), k ≥ 1, γ1, . . . , γl ∈ (b, a), l ≥ 0.
Let Cα0 be an ellipse contained within all ellipses Cβ1 , . . . , Cβk : b > α0 > βi for
all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. A necessary condition for the existence of a billiard trajectory
within D with Cα0 as a caustic which becomes closed after:
• n′i reflections from inside and n′′i reflections from outside off Cβi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k;
• m′j reflections from inside and m′′j reflections from outside off Cγj , 1 ≤ j ≤
l;
• total number of p intersections with the x-axis and reflections off the seg-
ments contained in the x-axis;
• total number of q intersections with the y-axis and reflections off the seg-
ments contained in the y-axis;
is:
k∑
i=1
(n′i − n′′i )(A(Pβi )−A(Pα0 )) +
l∑
j=1
(m′j −m′′j )A(Pγj ) + pA(Pa)− qA(Pb) = 0,
m′j −m′′j + p− q = 0.
Here A is the Abel-Jacobi map of the ellitic curve:
Γ : s2 = P(t) := (a− t)(b − t)(α0 − t),
and Pδ denotes point (δ,
√
P(δ)) on Γ.
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Proof. Following Jacobi [Jac1884] and Darboux [Dar1870], similarly as in [DR2004],
we consider sums∫
dλ1√
P(λ1)
+
∫
dλ2√
P(λ2)
and
∫
λ1dλ1√
P(λ1)
+
∫
λ2dλ2√
P(λ2)
over billiard trajectory A1 . . . AN . Here (λ1, λ2) are Jacobi elliptic coordinates,
λ1 < λ2. The second integral is equal to the length of the trajectory, while the first
one is zero.
Notice that, along a trajectory, λ1 achieves local extrema at points of reflection
off ellipses and touching points with the caustic, and λ2 at points of reflection
off hyperbolas and intersection points with the coordinate axes, we obtain that
A1 = AN is equivalent to the condition stated. 
We illustrate this theorem on the example when the billiard table is D0, as
defined in Section 3.
Example 6.3. A necessary condition for the existence of a billiard trajectory within
D0 with Cα0 as a caustic, such that it becomes closed after n1 reflections off Cβ1 and
n2 reflections off Cβ2 is:
n1A(Pβ1) + n2A(Pβ2) = (n1 + n2)A(Pα0 ).
Notice that in this case number p and q are always even and equal to each other.
Since 2A(Pa) = 2A(Pb), the corresponding summands are cancelled out.
7. Connection with interval exchage transformation
In this section, we are going to establish a connection of the billiard dynamics
within domain D0 defined in Section 3 with the inteval exchange transformation.
7.1. Interval exchange maps. Let I ⊂ R be an interval, and {Iα | α ∈ A} its
finite partition into subintervals. Here A is a finite set of at least two elements. We
consider all intervals to be closed on the left and open on the right.
An interval exchange map is a bijection of I into itself, such that its restriction
on each Iα is a translation. Such a map f is determined by the following data:
• a pair (π0, π1) of bijections A → {1, . . . , d} describing the order of the
subintervals {Iα} in I and {f(Iα)} in f(I) = I. We denote:
π =
(
π−10 (1) π
−1
0 (2) . . . π
−1
0 (d)
π−11 (1) π
−1
1 (2) . . . π
−1
1 (d)
)
.
• a vector λ = (λα)α∈A of the lengths of Iα.
7.2. Billiard dynamics. To each billiard trajectory, we join the sequence:
{(Xn, sn)}, Xn ∈ Cα0 , sn ∈ {+,−}
where Xn are joint points of the trajectory with the caustic, while sn = + if at Xn
the trajectory is winding counterclockwise and sn = − if it is winding clockwise
about the caustic.
Introduce metric µ on the caustic Cα0 as in Proposition 2.1. Then, we parame-
trize Cα0 by parameters:
p : Cα0 → [0, 1), q : Cα0 → [−1, 0),
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which are natural with respect to µ such that p is oriented counterclockwise and q
clockwise along Cα0 , and the values p = 0 and q = −1 correspond to points P0, Q0
respectively, as shown in Figure 19.
P0P1
P2
Q0Q1
Q2
Figure 19. Parametrizations of the caustic.
Consider one segment of a billiard trajectory, and let X ∈ Cα0 be its touching
point with the caustic. Suppose that the particle is moving counterclockwise on
that segment. From Figure 19, we conclude:
• if X is between points P1 and P2 then the particle is going to hit the arc
Cλ2 ;
• if X is between P2 and P0, the particle is going to hit the arc Cλ1 ;
• for X between P0 and P1, the particle is going to hit Cλ1 and the upper
segment before the next contact with the caustic and the direction of motion
is changed to clockwise.
Similarly, if the particle is moving in clockwise direction, we have:
• if X is between points Q1 and Q2 then the particle is going to hit the arc
Cλ2 ;
• if X is between Q2 and Q0, the particle is going to hit the arc Cλ1 ;
• for X between Q0 and Q1, the particle is going to hit Cλ1 and the lower
segment before the next contact with the caustic and the direction of motion
is changed to counterclockwise.
To see the billiard dynamics as an inteval exchange transformation, we make the
following identification:
(X,+) ∼ p(X), (X,−) ∼ q(X).
In other words:
• we identify the joint point X of a given trajectory with the caustic with
p(X) ∈ [0, 1) if the particle is moving in the counterclockwise direction on
the corresponding segment;
• for the motion in the clockwise direction, we identify X with q(X) ∈ [−1, 0).
Denote the rotation numbers r1 = ρ(λ1), r2 = ρ(λ2) (see Proposition 2.1).
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The parametrizations values for points denoted in Figure 19 are:
p(P0) = 0, p(P1) = r1 − r2, p(P2) = r1 − r2 + 1
2
,
q(Q0) = −1, q(Q1) = r1 − r2 − 1, q(Q2) = r1 − r2 − 1
2
.
Now, we distinguish three cases depending on the position of point P0 with
respect to the x-axis (see Figure 19), i.e. on the sign of
1
4
+
r2
2
− r1.
P0 is on the x-axis:
1
4
+
r2
2
− r1 = 0. The interval exchange map is:
ξ 7→


ξ + r1 +
3
2
, ξ ∈ [−1,− 1
2
− r1)
ξ + r2, ξ ∈ [− 12 − r1,−r1)
ξ + r1 − 1, ξ ∈ [−r1, 0)
ξ + r1 − 12 , ξ ∈ [0, 12 − r1)
ξ + r2, ξ ∈ [ 12 − r1, 1− r1)
ξ + r1 − 1, ξ ∈ [1− r1, 1),
as shown in Figure 20.
A B C D E F
C B D F E A
Figure 20. Interval exchange transformation for the case 1
4
+ r2
2
−
r1 = 0.
To the map, pair (π, λ) is joined:
π =
(
A B C D E F
C B D F E A
)
,
λ =
(
1
2
− r1, 1
2
, r1,
1
2
− r1, 1
2
, r1
)
.
P0 is above the x-axis:
1
4
+
r2
2
− r1 > 0. The interval exchange map in this case
is shown in Figure 21 and given by:
ξ 7→


ξ + r1 +
3
2
, ξ ∈ [−1, r1 − r2 − 1)
ξ + r2, ξ ∈ [r1 − r2 − 1, r1 − r2 − 12 )
ξ + r1, ξ ∈ [r1 − r2 − 12 ,−r1)
ξ + r1 − 1, ξ ∈ [−r1, 0)
ξ + r1 − 12 , ξ ∈ [0, r1 − r2)
ξ + r2, ξ ∈ [r1 − r2, r1 − r2 + 12 )
ξ + r1, ξ ∈ [r1 − r2 + 12 , 1− r1)
ξ + r1 − 1, ξ ∈ [1− r1, 1).
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A B C D E F G H
D B E C H F A G
Figure 21. Interval exchange transformation for the case 1
4
+ r2
2
−
r1 > 0.
The map can be desribed by the pair (π, λ):
π =
(
A B C D E F G H
D B E C H F A G
)
,
λ =
(
r1 − r2, 1
2
, r2 − 2r1 + 1
2
, r1, r1 − r2, 1
2
, r2 − 2r1 + 1
2
, r1
)
.
P0 is below the x-axis:
1
4
+
r2
2
−r1 < 0. The interval exchange map corresponding
to the billiard dynamics is:
ξ 7→


ξ + r1 +
3
2
, ξ ∈ [−1,− 1
2
− r1)
ξ + r1 − 12 , ξ ∈ [− 12 − r1, r1 − r2 − 1)
ξ + r2, ξ ∈ [r1 − r2 − 1, r1 − r2 − 12 )
ξ + r1 − 1, ξ ∈ [r1 − r2 − 12 , 0)
ξ + r1 − 12 , ξ ∈ [0, 12 − r1)
ξ + r1 − 32 , ξ ∈ [ 12 − r1, r1 − r2)
ξ + r2, ξ ∈ [r1 − r2, r1 − r2 + 12 )
ξ + r1 − 1, ξ ∈ [r1 − r2 + 12 , 1),
see Figure 22.
A B C D E F G H
F D C E B H G A
Figure 22. Interval exchange transformation for the case 1
4
+ r2
2
−
r1 < 0.
To the map, pair (π, λ) is joined:
π =
(
A B C D E F G H
F D C E B H G A
)
,
λ =
(
1
2
− r1, 2r1 − r2 − 1
2
,
1
2
, r2 +
1
2
− r1, 1
2
− r1, 2r1 − r2 − 1
2
,
1
2
, r2 +
1
2
− r1
)
.
Notice that in all three cases the interval exchange transformations depend only
on the rotation numbers r1, r2. Thus, we got
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Theorem 7.1. The billiard dynamics inside the domain D0 with ellipse Cα0 as the
caustic, does not depend on the parameters a, b of the confocal family but only on
the rotation numbers r1, r2.
8. Keane condition and minimality
An interval exchange transformation is called minimal if every orbit is dense in
the whole domain. When considering pseudo-billiards, minimal interval exchange
transformations will correspond to the cases when all orbits are dense in the domain
between the billiard border and the caustic.
Following [Via2008], we are going to formulate a sufficient condition for mini-
mality. Let f be an interval exchange transformation of I, given by pair (π, λ).
Denote by pα the left endpoint of Iα. Then the transformation satisfies the Keane
condition if:
fm(pα) 6= pβ for all m ≥ 1, α ∈ A, β ∈ A \ {π−10 (1)}.
Obviously, none of the transformations from Section 7 satisfies the Keane condition:
namely, the midpoint of the interval is the left endpoint of one of Iα, and it is the
image of another endpoint in the corresponding interval exchange map.
The goal of this section is to find an analogue of the Keane condition for interval
exhange transformations appearing in the billiard dynamics.
8.1. Billiard-like transformations and modified Keane condition. Analysis
of the examples from Section 7 motivates the following definitions.
Definition 8.1. An interval exchange transformation f of I = [−1, 1) is billiard-
like if the partition into subintervals satisfies the following:
• for each α, Iα is contained either in [−1, 0) or [0, 1);
• for each α, f(Iα) is contained either in [−1, 0) or [0, 1);
• both [−1, 0) and [0, 1) contain at least two intervals of the partition.
Definition 8.2. We will say that a billiard-like interval exchange transformation
f satisfies the modified Keane condition if
fm(pα) 6= pβ for all m ≥ 1, α ∈ A, and β ∈ B such that pβ 6∈ {−1, 0}.
Lemma 8.3. If a billiard-like interval exchange transformation satisfies the modi-
fied Keane condition, then the transformation has no periodic points.
Proof. Suppose the transformation has a periodic point. Then there is α ∈ A such
that the left endpoint of Iα is periodic ([Via2008]), i.e. f
m(pα) = pα for some
m ≥ 1.
By the modified Keane condition pα ∈ {−1, 0}. Without losing generality, take
pα = −1.
Hence we got fm(−1) = −1. If m = 1, take Iβ to be the interval adjacent to
Iα. Notice that −1 < pβ < 0. Then pβ = f(pγ) for some γ, which contradicts the
modified Keane condition.
Now take m > 1. The point pβ = f
−1(−1) is also periodic with period m, thus
pβ = 0, i.e. f(0) = −1 and fm(0) = 0. Analogously, f(−1) = 0.
If intervals Iα and Iβ are of the same length, then the left endpoints of their
adjacent intervals are images of some left endpoints as well, which contradicts the
modified Keane condition. Thus, suppose that Iα is shorter than Iβ : λα < λβ .
Point λα ∈ I is the right endpoint of f(Iα), thus it is the image of a left endpoint
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of some interval: λα = f(pγ). Since λα ∈ Iβ , f(λα) is the left endpoint of the
interval Iδ adjacent to Iα. Thus, f
2(pγ) = pδ and pδ 6∈ {−1, 0}, which contradicts
the modified Keane condition. 
We say that an interval exchange transformation is irreducible if for no k < |A|
the union
Iα
pi
−1
0 (1)
∪ · · · ∪ Iα
pi
−1
0 (k)
is invariant under the transformation. The usual Keane condition implies irre-
ducibility. However, this is not the case for the modified Keane condition – it may
happen that the transformation falls apart into two irreducible transformations on
[−1, 0) and [0, 1). On the other hand, if for a transformation satisfying the modi-
fied Keane condition there is an interval Iα ⊂ [−1, 0) such that f(Iα) ⊂ [0, 1), the
irreducibility will also take place.
Proposition 8.4. If an irreducible billiard-like interval exchange transformation f
satisfies the modified Keane condition, then f is minimal.
Proof. Let x ∈ I be a point whose orbit is not dense in I. Then there is an interval
J ⊂ I which is disjoint with the orbit of x. Moreover, we can choose J such that it
is entirely contained in Iα for some α ∈ A.
It is shown in [Via2008] that the first return map of f to J is an interval exchange
transformation. As a consequence, the union Jˆ of all orbits of points of J is a finite
union of intervals and a fully invariant set: f(Jˆ) = Jˆ ([Via2008]).
Moreover, Jˆ 6= I, because Jˆ is also disjoint with the orbit of x.
First step: we prove that Jˆ contains a connected component with the left endpoint
not in {−1, 0}.
Suppose the opposite – that Jˆ is an interval with the left endpoint equal to −1
or 0, or the union of two such intervals. If any of the connected components of Jˆ
would be contained in one of the intervals Iα, then f | Iα would be the identity
map, which leads to a contradiction with the modified Keane condition. Thus Jˆ
contains some of the intervals of the partition – let Iα1 , . . . , Iαk be all of them. In
this case, Iα1 ∪ · · · ∪ Iαk is invariant under the transformation. If this union, or its
connected component, is of the form [−1, a), a 6= 0, or [0, b), b 6= 1, this will be
in the contradiction with the modified Keane condition; if it is [−1, 0) or [0, 1) —
the irreducibility property is violated; it cannot concide with the whole interval I
because it is disjoint with the orbit of x.
We conclude that not all connected components of Jˆ can be intervals with the
left endpoints in −1 or 0.
Second step: we prove that all left endpoints of connected components of Jˆ are
also left endpoints of the partition intervals.
Suppose now that [a, b) is a connected component of Jˆ , while a not being a left
endpoint of an interval of the partition. Since f is continuous at inner points of
the partition intervals, and Jˆ is fully invariant, it follows that f(a) is also the left
endpoint of some connected component of Jˆ . If none of the points fn(a), n > 0 is a
left endpoint of an interval of the partition, by induction we get that each of these
points is on the boundary of some connected component of Jˆ . There are finitely
many such components, thus a is a periodic point, which is not possible by Lemma
8.3. Hence, there is n > 0 such that fn(a) is a left endpoint of an interval of the
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partition. For the smallest such n, pα = f
n(a) 6∈ {−1, 0}, since fn−1(a) is an inner
point of a partition interval.
Similarly, we find m > 0 such that f−m(a) = pβ for some β ∈ A. Now the
relation fm+n(pβ) = pα contradicts the modified Keane condition.
Third step: consider the complement of Jˆ .
Set Jˆc = I \ Jˆ is a fully invariant nonempty set. Thus we can prove the same
what we proved for Jˆ – each connected component of the set has it left endpoint
at a left endpoint of an interval of the partition and at least of these endpoints is
neither −1 nor 0.
Thus both Jˆ and Jˆc are fully invariant sets that can be represented as the
unions of intervals of the partition. Since they contain connected components with
left endpoints not in {−1, 0} this leads to a contradiction with the modified Keane
condition.
The final contradiction leads us to the conclusion that the initial assumption of
the existence of a non-dense orbit was not valid. 
8.2. An example. Consider billiard trajectories within domainD0 with the caustic
Cα0 , as described in Section 3. In addition, suppose the rotation numbers corre-
sponding to ellipses Cλ1 and Cλ2 are:
r1 =
5
11
+
1
22π
, r2 =
5
11
− 1
220π
.
With given rotation numbers, the Cayley-type conditions from Theorem 6.2
can be rewritten in a simpler form. Namely, a necessary condition for existence
of a trajectory within D0 which becomes closed after n reflections of Cλ1 and m
reflections off Cλ2 is:
nr1 +mr2 ∈ Z.
In this case, this condition is satisfied for n = 1 and m = 10:
(2) r1 + 10r2 = 5.
Since
1
4
+
r2
2
− r1 > 0, the corresponding interval exhange transformation is
given by:
Π =
(
A B C D E F G H
D B E C H F A G
)
,
λ =
(
1
20π
,
1
2
,
1
22
− 21
220π
,
5
11
+
1
22π
,
1
20π
,
1
2
,
1
22
− 21
220π
,
5
11
+
1
22π
)
.
Proposition 8.5. The transformation (Π, λ) satisfies the modified Keane condi-
tion.
Proof. Suppose that p and p′ are two endpoints of the intervals such that p′ 6∈
{−1, 0} and fk(p) = p′ for some k ≥ 1. Notice that:
p = αr1 + βr2 + γ
1
2
, p′ = α′r1 + β
′r2 + γ
′ 1
2
,
for some α, α′ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, β, β′ ∈ {−1, 0}, γ, γ′ ∈ {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2}.
We have:
p′ = fk(p) = p+ k1r1 + k2r2 + k3
1
2
,
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for some integers k1, k2, k3 such that k1 + k2 = k, k1 ≥ 0, k2 ≥ 0. Thus:
(3) (k1 + α− α′)r1 + (k2 + β − β′)r2 + (k3 + γ − γ′)1
2
= 0.
Since r1 and r2 are irrational, equations (2) and (3) must be dependent:
(4) a := k1 + α− α′ = 1
10
(k2 + β − β′) = − 1
10
(k3 + γ − γ′).
For each ξ ∈ B ∪ F , either f(ξ) or f2(ξ) are not in B ∪ F , thus
(5) k2 ≤ 2k1 + 2.
Combining (5) and (4) we get 8a ≤ 7. Since k2 is non-negative, (5) gives that a = 0,
which leads to k = k1 + k2 ≤ 3. By direct calculation we check that none of the
partition interval endpoints is mapped into another one, different from −1 and 0
by at most three iterations. 
In this example, although the Cayley-type conditon for periodicity is satisfied,
not only that closed trajectories do not exist, but each of the trajectories densely
fills the ring between the billiard border and the caustic.
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